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PREFACE 

 

  Praise and thankfulness, the author wishes to Jesus Christ for all the 

abundance of grace and gift which gives health, opportunity, and convenience to 

the author so the author can complete this skripsi well. This skripsi is entitled 

“Meta-Synthesis of Article Journal of the Effect of Problem-Based Learning 

Model on Critical Thinking Ability in Mathematics Learning”.  This skripsi is 

prepared to fulfill some of the requirements needed to achieve a Sarjana 

Pendidikan in the Mathematics Education Study Program, Faculty of Mathematics 

and Natural Sciences, Medan State University. 
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perfection of this skripsi. The author also expresses her gratitude to Mr.Prof. Edi 
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M.Pd.. as an academic supervisor who has guided and motivated the author during 

the lecture. The author would like to thank Mr. Dr. Syamsul Gultom, SKM., 

M.Kes. as the Rector of  UNIMED, Dr. Fauziyah Harahap, M.Si. as Dean of the 

Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences UNIMED, Mr. Pardomuan 

Sitompul, M.Si. as Head of the Mathematics Department, Mr. Lasker Pangarapan 

Sinaga, S.Si., M.Si. as the Secretary of  the Mathematics Department, Mrs. 

Nurhasanah Siregar, S.Pd., M.Pd. as the Head of Mathematics Education Study 

Program, Mrs. Dr. Ely Djulia, M.Pd. as the Bilingual program Coordinator, and 

Mrs. Dr. techn Marini Damanik, S.Si., M.Si. as the Secretary of the Bilingual 

Program and Staff of  the Mathematics Department of  Mathematics and Natural 

Sciences UNIMED who have helped the author provided fluency during the 

preparation of this skripsi. 
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 Especially the author’s want to say thanks so much for my parents, my 

father is Bachtiar Siburian and my mother is Sri Demak Ulima Siagian continues 

to provide motivation and prayers for  the success of me completed this thesis. 

Thank you for teaching me the meaning of maturity in this difficult situation. 

Whatever has happened, you are still my parents that Jesus gave me. I wish you a 

long and healthy life until I can repay the little effort you have put in as parents. I 

love you so much, Pak, Mak. Special big thanks to my beloved siblings are Bang 

Erickson, Kak Novita, Bang Ardi, Kak Maria, Bang Pirma, Adek Febiola and 

Adek Jeremy for giving support even moril or material and all my family for all 

pray, motivation, and support until the end of my study. 

 

 Special thanks to several organizations that I have joined since the 

beginning of my college, that are IKBKM Unimed, UKMKP UP FMIPA Unimed, 

GMKI FMIPA Unimed, Senat Mahasiswa FMIPA Unimed, IMABATO Unimed, 

and CC UKMKP Unimed. Thank you for giving color in my college period. 

 

I am also thanks to my best friend from the beginning of this academic, 

Masa Depan Semoga Cerah and Famous SG, which are Kak Selvin, David, Ezra, 

Kevin, Tep, Pero, Sri, Enok, and Juita who always giving support, motivation and 

laugh until the completion of this thesis and also thank you for my SHS Tim 

Gibah, which are Zaneta, Gayus, Indri, Pece, Moms Dina. 

 

To Bilingual Mathematics Education 2017 members, thank you for our 

support and togetherness for the past 4 year, thanksfully we share about our lesson 

and lot of memories that we have been create. Thank for Adil, Alfina, Annisa, 

Hadijah, Paula, Rizkia, Safira, Sunita, Vira and Zilmiah. 

 

At last, the author has finished this thesis in maximum level but author 

realized there are some imperfections. For that, the author asks for building 

comments and suggestions in order to reach the perfection of this thesis. The 

author wishes that this thesis would be useful to improve the knowledge should 
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give a big effort to prepare this thesis, and the writer know that this thesis have so 

many weakness. So that, the author needs some suggestions to make it this be 

better. And big wishes, it can be improve our knowledge, understanding and 

enrich the science education. 
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